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North Haven Yacht Club
News and Views
Through 2018
September-October Edition

The end of the summer school holidays saw the much-
anticipated annual Kids’ Club Regatta.  Decorations were put
up the evening before and even though it was the start of
September, the weather was kind and the sun shone.

The day began with the
traditional crab fishing
competition, kindly organised
by Don Small, assisted by
his son, Martin.  This is always
something of a game of
chance.  Some years there are
dozens of crabs caught, other
years just a few …

Kids’ Club Regatta
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Conditions were favourable and this year there was a reasonable haul, though some fared
better than others with the number of crabs caught.

The children then took part in some closely fought paddle board and kayak races.  There was
also fender throwing (not as easy as it looks), and the ever entertaining slippery pole
competition.  Well done to those who took part in this - a real challenge!
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There was fantastic support for the regatta from adult
helpers including Kevin Fry, safety cover provided by
Tim Harris and delicious BBQ food prepared by Lisa
and Ann.  Thank you to everyone who helped out, and
to all those who brought along raffle prizes and who
bought tickets for both the adults’ and children’s raffle.
Finally, a BIG thank you Kirstin and Chris for organising
and running such a fantastic day!

It was great to see some of our newer members of Kids’ Club at the
regatta and, although there was a good turnout, we had fewer children
this year than some previous years.  It was a hugely enjoyable and well-
organised day.  So, if you have children or grandchildren please
encourage them to try Kids’ Club!  Even though Kids’ Club doesn’t run
over the winter months, there is a magical Christmas party for children
on 16th December and even the odd games or film evening in the winter.
Thinking ahead to next year, Kirstin and Chris would love to hear your ideas for Kids’ Club
next season - you can contact them via the club office: office@nhyc.org.uk

mailto:office@nhyc.org.uk
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The final round the islands race of the season took place on a
beautifully sunny day in September.

The day began with a
briefing, giving details of the
fiendishly complicated
course that would take the
sailors around Brownsea,
Furzey and Green islands.

I found myself out on the water, not competing, but helping
to lay a race mark and start the race, then following the boats around
the harbour.  Great for taking photos, though with a certain amount of
waiting around.  Not so bad on such a sunny day, though!

And I had great company, with Paul Harris and Andy Page.  There was
endless discussion … literally everything, from Shackleton to Trump.
In the late summer sunshine, it was an extremely pleasant way to
spend a day.

Race around the islands
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It was great to see how
much those racing
enjoyed the day, too, as
was seeing the
competition unfold on
the water.

Well done to all those who took part - amazing racing - and to
those who helped to organise it.

There were two classes: the catamarans and the mono boats,
which included the club’s bosuns and laser, and a number of
graduates from our adult sailing club.  The Cats were due to do
two circuits of the course, but in the end the conditions weren't
favourable and they did just one.  The results were as follows:

Cats:
1. Off My Trolley
2. Concrete Boots
3. Aristocat
4. Mad Catter
5. Catnip

Everyone Else:
1. Club laser
2. Wayfarer
3. Repulse
4. Bosun - light blue
5. Bosun - dark blue
6. Pastiche - retired
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August boat fishing competition

Another great day for our fishing competition, three boats with
seven anglers on board headed out hoping to bag a few fish while
being entertained by the air show.

The wind was moving between
southerly and south easterly,
making it a little lumpy.
Two boats found the bream, at
times it was hard to catch
anything else, and as you can
only record five on your score
sheet it got a bit frustrating,
so we all needed to up anchor and try somewhere else,

change rigs and bait in the hope of finding something different.

Well done Simon Roberts for landing five rays on his light rod with only 10lb breaking
strain line, quite a feat!  He also managed a couple of smooth hounds and a plaice.

The assortment of fish this month, were seven rays, five plaice, eight smooth hounds, one
pollack, twelve wrasse, bream, bream, bream, pout, pout, pout, loads of scad, a couple of
dogs and two gurnard.

1. Dave Luther, guest of Tony Attfield, won the competition

2. Colin Francis 2nd

3. Simon Roberts, guest of grandad Gordon
3rd

4. Bobi Francis 4th

5. Tony Attfield 5th

6. Pete Russell and Gordon Roberts joint 6th

Well done to all to all of you, it was a
very enjoyable day!

Tight lines!

Bobi & Colin
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Five boats took part in the August rally, "The Jurassic Lark": Admiral Thomas, Stitches,
Mystique, Karenzi and Pickwick.

We set off at 09.30 with a f3 slightly north of west, and a calm sea.  The aim was to round St.
Albans Head as near to midday as possible so as to have the benefit of a helpful tide towards
Weymouth.  Amazingly all five boats rounded the head together at exactly 12.00, even Rod
and Helen in Pickwick (aka tail end Charlie) were with us!

The sail along the coast past Lulworth, Durdle Door and Osmington, is one of the best scenic
coastal sails in the country, and the weather stayed fine for the whole trip.

We moored alongside at The Cove in Weymouth
and thoughts turned to food.

We were booked into "The George".  After
eating we hurried back to the boats in a shower
of rain, had a nightcap and turned in early.

The next morning Richard, Malcolm and
Paddy decided to ascend the "Jurassic
Skyline", which is an observation tower on
the harbour front.  Richard and Malcolm
were air traffic controllers, so I guess it
made them feel at home up there!
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At midday we unhooked and motored to
Portland Marina, about an hour away.
On entering the marina I called up for my
berth number and spent the next half hour
trying to find it!  Hampton Court Maze is
easier to negotiate than Portland Marina!
We finally had to be directed by the staff
to the berth.

We relaxed for the afternoon entertained by a navy helicopter exercising nearby, a bit noisy
but interesting.

The next morning we set sail for Poole in a north easterly f3/4, so it was motor sailing all the
way back.  I got it a bit wrong rounding St. Albans Head (wind over tide) and got "bounced".
My crew was not amused, but it was only for about fifteen minutes.  After that we had a good
run in to Poole.

Cheers for now, Peter.
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Our adult sailing class has continued every
fortnight throughout the summer months
and has been well attended by members
beginning to sail for the first time and those
wishing to improve existing skills.

The weather has been excellent throughout
which meant none of the practical sessions
needed to be cancelled due to poor
conditions.

As a result of the progress several of the students have made over the last two years they
have now been signed off as authorised to use the club’s dinghies.

Most of the names were mentioned in last
month’s newsletter but Bridget Lowe has now
also been added to the list.  Congratulations
to them all!  Although, having achieved this
milestone they continue to participate in the
fortnightly sessions to fine tune their sailing
skills.

In addition to the lessons the club also ran a
couple of dinghy races and it was great to see
a number of our students taking part and
helming the club’s boats themselves.

This is a significant step forward in the
development of the trainees’ skills as the
added element of competition helps them
really focus on the finer points of sailing.  It is
also an excellent way of building their
confidence.  The dinghy races will now be a
regular annual feature and are open to all
club members.
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The scheme is run by Tony McGrath with the
help of the following members: Dave Hipkiss,
Peter Laird, Andy Kite, John Hainsworth, Alan
Robertson, Amy Fry.  We are extremely
grateful to these members for all the time
and effort put into these sessions.

We will be running the scheme again next year so if you would like to learn to sail or improve
on your existing skills please send your details to the office at office@nhyc.org.uk in the first
instance and we will add you to the list.
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The annual quiz night proved, as usual,
to be a very entertaining affair.
There was much anticipation - what
fiendishly difficult questions would
Eric Tripp be asking this year?

It was another very popular and
enjoyable quiz night.  91 members
attended which proved a little difficult
as the club only has 80 chairs!  We had
to bring a few garden chairs  and use
some from outside.  The fish and chip
supper arrived at 7.15pm after which the quiz
started at 8.00pm.  Eric was the quiz master
and Gill was his assistant, helping keep the
scores and hand out the prizes at the end.

There were 12 teams and the overall scores
were very close.  Anna Harris (The Editor’s)
team were the winners.  There was a grand
raffle and many thanks to all the members who
donated amazing prizes and bought lots of tickets.  The raffle profit was £178
for NHYC’S Charity Poole Sailability.

Thank you to Gill and Eric for another very entertaining quiz evening!
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There was much excitement over the Kids’ Club Halloween party!  Games galore
and a spookily sumptuous buffet.  As usual, there was a competition for the
best fancy dress, the best carved pumpkin and other prizes for games like
Halloween bingo, wrap the mummy and apple bobbing.  Thanks again to Kirstin
and Chris for organising another fantastic event!
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It is with great sadness that I report the sudden passing of Brian
Prichard.  Not a member of N.H.Y.C. but joint Rear Commodore
of R.M.Y.C. The connection with our club is through Poole
Harbour Watch.

Brian worked closely with me when we set up the Consul Patrols
in the way they are run at the present time, with the Harbour
divided into sections so that each week there was a patrol taking
place somewhere in the Harbour.  My bright idea but Brian was
the brains behind it as he planned the dates, more difficult for
our patrols as we are so dependent on the tides.

Brian would not have been known to many at the club but he
was a good friend to us.

David Butcher

Brian Pritchard

Return of the Big Breakfast
October saw a very welcome return to the Big
Breakfast.  It was great to see that this year there is
the option of a Big Vegetarian Breakfast!

The Big Breakfast is a fantastic opportunity to catch
up with people over the winter months.  It’s also
great for helping me to warm up after my early
morning sea swim!

Thank you to all the volunteers who make the Big
Breakfast happen - you’re amazing!
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At the September meeting of the Art Group we all had a go at still life.  We usually group
ourselves around a couple of tables, but this time we each set ourselves up on a separate
table, spreading ourselves around the clubhouse.  There was lots of concentration and a lot
less chat than usual, as we each worked on our own pieces!  But it was worth the effort!

Our next meeting is Thursday 8th November, when it’s open choice - any subject in any
medium!  All members welcome, of any ability - advice and tips given.

Watch our for emails about the Art Group over the winter.  We’ll be doing more sessions
where you can learn new skills and techniques.  And there are even rumours of
an exhibition!

Art Group

mailto:office@nhyc.org.uk
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Come along to our exciting new Book Group - here’s what’s
going!

mailto:office@nhyc.org.uk
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The month kicked off with a bang, but more about
Big Tim’s treatment race marks in a moment.  With
a forecast for double digit Southerly breeze, the
second NHYC round the islands race would be far
better represented by the cat fleet.

Pre-race, Kev aka Cuban heels (check out his salsa
moves) unveiled his secret weapon, handicap
busting high-tech Mylar sails.  Ably crewed by son
Brad, Concrete boots would be out to claim a
second RTI title of the season.  With the Menace out
of the country, and O-Pair unavailable, nemesis
Big Tim, crewed by daughter Emma would make it a
straight Dart match race.

Looking to gate crash the Dart party, however,
the Hobie fleet was represented by husband
and wife team Sherrell, aka Captain EBay and
Maiden on Catnip, the Admiral, taking the helm
of Mad Catter, with son Will tuning the jib, and
completing the happy family pairs, son Max
taking the helm of Aristocat, with yours truly,
Pitch-Pole relegated to ballast.

The Kid threatened to join us, but was
conspicuously absent at the start, and
subsequently single-handedly circumnavigated
the islands at a distance, and her own pace.

The start line would be between the committee boat and Eel Grass
buoy at the edge of the windsurfing zone, with the first port rounding
NHYC race mark positioned toward Salterns Marina.  From there,
leaving the formidable Aunt Betty to port, we would beat up past the
castle, then on down to South Deep passing Amy Group to starboard.
A down-wind leg would follow, before rounding the Southern tip of
Green Island and continuing back up the West side of the islands.
Once past Pottery pier, it would be a beat on back up the North side of
Brownsea, and that would be lap one…  The plan for the cats was for
two laps finishing with a port rounding of Aunt Betty, NHYC race mark
to starboard, and back to a finish line off the NHYC.

The dinghy fleet obligingly set off first leaving the cats to reach back
and forth through the line, and gauge the best angle to approach.
The ideal would of course be to hit said line bang on the start signal, in
a favourable position, at full speed, and preferably on a starboard tack.
The lay of the line practically ruled out a port flyer in any case, so a
starboard reach at the committee boat end would be the order of the
day.  As we approached the line, however, with (by my watch at least)
seconds to go, the rest of the cat fleet were not exactly keeping us company.

Herding Cats
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A Billy no mates start would mean either we were either stealing a
march, or worryingly, jumping the gun.
Fortunately, it proved to be the former, and we stormed across just after
the reassuring blast of the start signal followed by Off Your Trolley, a
tactical flyer (as is his way) down at the Eel Grass end of the line, then on
a similar lay to us, Catnip, Mad Catter, and surprisingly leaving it all to do
(giving us all a chance in Cuban Heels’ words), Concrete Boots.

Big Tim’s flyer failed to pay off as we crossed, though close quarter
gybing our way down toward Salterns, he did manage to edge past us,
and head in to the first mark on a starboard tack.  To the shouts of
“Water!” from Big T as we closed in on a port tack, Max duly began to
bear away before I gently reminded him, perhaps with sufficient volume
for any nearby cats to over hear, that only enough water to allow Off
Your Trolley to get around the mark should be afforded.  With the rest of
the cat fleet converging, in the confused waters of self-doubt,
misjudgement plays its part.  Big T not only to failed to make full use of
the gap, but elected a mono-hull style rounding instead.  This left the
small matter of the port hull shy of the mark.  Fortunately the forgiving structure of the NHYC race mark allowed
it to pass between Off Your Trolley’s hulls sympathetically dipping its flag beneath the trampoline leaving Big T
to merely carry out a red-faced penalty turn amid the stifled giggles of the passing fleet.

This left Aristocat to round first followed by Mad
Catter making it a chuckling Hobie 1-2 at mark 1.
Catching the first of the dinghies, in the
subsequent beat which followed the rounding of
Aunt Betty (which Off Your Trolley managed
skilfully to avoid), the cat fleet picked off the rest,
as Concrete Boots and Off Your Trolley
overhauled Aristocat to make it a Dart 1-2
approaching Amy group.

During the reach to Green Island, more
favourable Hobie downwind conditions allowed
Aristocat to creep back past OYT and split the
Darts, with Mad Catter holding off Catnip to
close the gap in fourth place.

A painful drift past Furzey island followed before Aristocat managed to
pull clear and take advantage of the wind filling in between the Islands.
Here we were met by the committee boat and the news that second
rounding would not be required – it was eyes down to the finish…

Reaching past the western side of Brownsea Island, Aristocat pulled
away from the chasing pack, and with gear failure issues slowing CB  -
the brand new main sheet clew fixing had ripped loose, managed to
retake the lead. A lashed main sheet solution would make CB’s pointing
more challenging for the remainder of the race Cuban Heels would
later explain.

In spite of CH’s misfortune, Aristocat’s lead would not last, and as we
tacked away from Brownsea, closer to the island, lift favoured the port
tactical flyer which Big T gambled on – Max he later confessed, had him
worried...
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A glance behind as we rounded Aunt Betty to port and
annoyingly OYT’s flyer had paid dividends, and with Mad
Catter carried along in her wake, the gains we had eked out
had pretty much been wiped out.

By the final NHYC mark we found ourselves back in third
holding off MC.  Off Your Trolley led once more, with Concrete
Boots in second, Aristocat back in third, then Mad Catter
followed by Catnip closing on her tail.  And that is how we
would finish.

A great time was hopefully had by all (NHYC race mark not
withstanding), with congratulations going to Big Tim and
return trip to the sail makers for runner up Cuban Heels.

Cat fleet outing
It took until virtually the end of the season, but finally, save for the Kid,
all of the cats, including O-Pair (welcome Kenny) made it out for a sail –
hoorah!

We arrived late to the party, so missed the impromptu Admiral’s
challenge race to Hamworthy.  The Admiral’s grin, and subsequent
posting “Eat my wake Darts” will tell you how Big T’s acceptance
panned out.  The Menace took the opportunity to squeeze in one more
capsize and claim the prize for most (unplanned) mast dips of the
season – congratulations!

Let’s make it a more regular event next season, though try to get back
in before the tide escapes us.  In spite of that, Concrete Boots, perhaps
sensing the season was up, puffed out her sails and managed to find
sufficient water to make a break for it.
Before she could get a rumba on though, Cuban Heels, light on his
toes, quickly performed a salsa pirouette, and ably assisted by Big Tim managed to halt her escape.

Many hands do make light work of carrying cats back to their moorings, though a beach trolley would be better
still, and hulls empty of water even better than that.  Aristocat’s noticeably heavier load could be attributed to
the water subsequently drained from the port hull – must check that before she comes out, and hope the
ingress came only from a poor seal around the port pylon(s).  Probably cost at least ½ a knot boat speed for the
RTI race … J
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Monthly Mishaps
The week after the RTI race, the Menace, managed inadvertently to
transpose his rudders rendering steering somewhat challenging.
Realising his mistake just after casting off and grabbing the tiller, TM
leapt into the shallow waters just east of the NHYC hammer head
Hasselhoff style to rescue the situation.  The tide however was slightly
more advanced than anticipated leaving the Menace on tip-toes clinging
to the stern of the port hull.

The helmless Dart, sails filling from behind and finger tip anchored at the
stern showed no inclination to round up to windward, and instead
seemed determined to head off toward Brownsea.  Word of advice here
from Apocalypse Now – “Never get out of the boat” – look what
happened to Kurtz, but I digress.  Catastrophe was averted thanks to the
water taxi which, fortunately on hand to watch the unfolding drama was
able to quickly manoeuvre a rescue leaving The Menace to swap the
rudders back, and head on out with a responsive tiller.

Cuban Heels has red and green tape on his rudders I’ve noticed…Speaking of which, CH has for the third time
managed to damage a rudder pin (on the last – tide minimal outing) – Darts, unlike Hobie’s don’t have rudder
cams to allow for beach landings, and often protest with pin breaks.

Cat News
Good times on the Dart, no literally, Lisa “Good Times” Fry took
a trip out on Concrete Boots, and sported soggy jeans to prove
it.  Cuban Heels expanded his cat fleet with an EBay bargain to
rival the Captain himself.  Another Hobie 16 will be joining us
next season, and it may not end there.  Rumours are that both
John Hanson and the Deans are in the market to join Amy and
Pete, and the growing cat fleet

Brownsea swim
Sadly, my other annual Brownsea circumnavigation was
defeated this year by the weather.  Amazing to think after such
an amazing summer, but the initial date (Sunday after the
Chernobyl regatta) was postponed due to high winds, the first time this happened in the history of the event.
The follow up date, Sunday September 20th was subsequently to suffer the same fate, though the paddlers I
press-ganged from the NHYC to help out with safety cover were not too disappointed.  The scheduled 5am meet
at Sandbanks was anticipated with little enthusiasm.

Still no sign of the Admiral’s fabled gimbal
Go-Pro mount, maybe next season …
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Commodore’s Reception 17th October

The evening was well attended and everyone enjoyed a relaxed evening, chatting and
meeting members from other yacht clubs.  NHYC has received very complimentary letters
commenting on the friendly atmosphere, delicious food , and amazing desserts and excellent
wine.  I would like to thank all NHYC’S members who helped on the evening, laying up tables,
preparing the buffet, serving the food and wine, and helping to clear up at the end.  Your help
and support continues to be appreciated.

Very important notice for all users of the dishwasher

Please ensure the dishwasher is turned off at the wall and the trays at the bottom are
cleaned after use, and that the dishwasher is drained.  There is a simple users guide to follow
kept in the kitchen area.  The dishwasher has previously been found still switched on,
with the bottom trays dirty and without having been drained.  This could pose a health and
safety risk, as well as not keeping the dishwasher in good order.
Please take care with all the kitchen equipment and the BBQ as well.
Thank you,
Gill

President’s news

Monday 5th November - Firework Party 7.00pm to 8.30pm.

Wednesday 7th November - Giant Team Scrabble, Raffle & Supper
7.00pm.

Friday 9th November - Laying Up supper 7.30pm to 10.00pm.

Wednesday 14th November - Ladies Group meeting 3.00pm.

Sunday 2nd December - Big Breakfast 10.00am to 12.00 noon.

Saturday 8th December - NHYC’S Dinner/Dance at Dudsbury Golf Course. ( Fully Booked)

Wednesday 12th December - Jacky May Singers, carol’s, raffle, refreshments at NHYC 7.00pm
All profits to MacMillan Nurses.

Monday 31st December - New Year’s Eve party - details to follow.
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A BIG thank you again to everyone who has sent stories and photos for this
month’s newsletter.

If you would like to contribute to the club newsletter, please email your news,
stories or photos to me:  newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

Final word …

Have you seen this?
Some of the planking on the walkway
alongside the clubhouse has been replaced
with planks showing the phonetic alphabet -
doesn’t it looks fantastic!

And of course
there’s the new,
hi-tech webcam -
nothing escapes its
watchful gaze …

mailto: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

